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Abstract
In this article we first discuss the different kinds of signs occurring in sign languages and then concentrate on depicting signs,
especially on their classification in Finnish Sign Language. Then we briefly describe the corpora of Finland's sign languages
(CFINSL). The actual study concerns the occurrences of depicting signs in CFINSL in different text genres, introductions, narratives
and free discussions. Depicting signs occurred most frequently in narratives, second most frequently in discussions and least frequently
in introductions. The most frequent depicting signs in all genres were those that depicted the whole entity moving or being located.
The second most frequent were those signs that expressed the handling of entities. The least frequent depicting signs were those with
size- and shape-tracing handshapes. The proportion of depicting signs of all the signs in each genre was 17.9% in the narratives, 2.9%
in the discussions and 2.2% in the introductions. In order to deepen the analysis, depicting signs will have to be investigated from the
perspective of movement types and the use of one or two hands.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Sign Types

these signs lexical structure and depiction together create
the meanings (also Emmorey & Herzig, 2003;
Erlenkamp, 2009).

Sign languages include several kinds of vocabulary. Not
all signs are lexicalised (e.g. Brennan, 1992; Wallin,
1994; Brentari & Padden, 2001; Liddell, 2003; Johnston
and Schembri, 2007, Takkinen, 2008).
The
visual-gestural modality that sign languages use to
mediate linguistic information enables them to use space
to gradually (analogously) convey visual content. The
handshapes and movements in some signs can be
motivated by inherent visual features and the movement
or location of the entities in question.

Johnston and Schembri (2010) divided the lexicon of
Auslan into content signs and function signs, on the one
hand, and to fully-lexical and partly-lexical signs, on the
other. Fully-lexical signs constitute a listable lexicon in a
sign language, and they may be either content signs or
function signs. Fully-lexical signs include fully specified
signs and partly specified (see also Johnson & Liddell,
1986; Johnston & Schembri, 2007). According to
Johnston and Schembri (2010), the distinction between
the two types of signs is more gradient than categorical.

According to Cogill-Koez, (2000), iconic signs or
expressions of this kind are not linguistic but they are
template visual representations that are on the continuum
of analogous and schematic visual representations. Tolar
et al. (2008) proposed that iconic signs can be
pantomimic, perceptual, or both. Pantomimic signs
primarily depict action-based features like KEY (open
with a key). Perceptual signs depict static features like
GLASSES. A sign like CAMERA can include both
features, the action of taking a photograph and the size
and shape of a camera. DeMatteo already in 1977 argued
that morphemic analysis, which e.g. Supalla (1982)
defended, is not suitable for these kinds of non-lexicalised
signs. Liddell (2003) considers handshapes and some
movement types lexical units, and other parameters (some
movement types, articulation place, orientation and
non-manual elements) gestural (analogous). Thus, in

1.2. The Corpora of Finland’s Sign Languages
(CFINSL)
In Finland there are two national sign languages, Finnish
Sign Language (FinSL), with about 4000-5000 deaf users,
and Finland-Swedish Sign Language (FinSSL), which has
less than 100 deaf users. The CFINSL project aims to
gather language data and create a machine-readable
corpus of both sign languages. By the end of 2017, 92
FinSL users and 12 FinSSL users had been filmed in
dialogue settings in a professional studio. The raw data
were edited to video clips according to tasks and
participants. The annotation process is going on with the
ELAN program (Crasborn & Sloetjes, 2008) and
annotation conventions have been (and will be) refined in
the course of work.

In the CFINSL project, lexicalised signs are annotated on
the ID tier without any additional code, and depicting,
gestural, numeral, and fingerspelled signs with the
following codes:
Lexicalised signs

HORSE

Depicting signs (_ds)

_dswe/_dshd/_dsss

Gestural signs (_g)

PALM-FORWARD_g

Figures 1a-1e illustrate the examples presented in Table 1.
There is one example of the different combinations of a
handshape class and a movement class.

Numeral signs (_num) TWO-WEEKS-AGO_num
Fingerspelling (_fs)

h-a-r-r-y_fs

Depicting signs are annotated following the classification
of depicting verbs put forward by Takkinen (2008). The
handshapes in these verbs are divided into three classes:
1) handshapes representing the whole entity, 2)
handshapes representing handling an entity, and 3)
handshapes depicting the size and shape of an entity (cf.
Schembri, 1996; Cormier et al. 2012). Some researchers,
e.g. Liddell & Johnson (1987) and Engberg-Pedersen
(1993), have proposed a more detailed classification of
handshapes depicting surfaces and extents of entities but
Takkinen (2008) has combined them into one class of
size- and shape-tracing handshapes. The movements are
also divided into three categories according the
classification proposed by Liddell & Johnson (1987): 1) a
process movement represents the movement of an entity
or the movement of an agent who is moving or touching
an entity, 2) a contact movement indicates that an entity is
located at a particular place, and 3) a tracing movement
represents the surface or extent of an entity. The contact
movement is a fixed type consisting of a short movement
ending in a hold (MH type, see Liddell & Johnson, 1989;
Liddell, 2003), and it occurs only with a whole entity
handshape. Additionally, the tracing movement occurs
only with a tracing handshape. Table 1 shows how
handshape types and movement types can be combined.
Handshape

Whole entity
(we)

Handling
(hd)

A car ran on a
hilly road.

I picked up a
leaf from the
ground.

Movement
Process

The sun is
rising.

Contact

Figure 1a. A car ran on a hilly road. (Combination of a
whole entity handshape and a process movement: an
entity is moving.)

Figure 1b. There is a car parked. (Combination of a whole
entity handshape and a contact movement: an entity is
located.)

Size- and
shape-tracing
(ss)

The decorator
smoothed the
wallpaper.

There is a car
parked.
There are
apples on the
tree.

Tracing

There are cars
in lines in the
car park

The lake is
still.
The door has
broad frames.

Table 1. Combinations of handshape classes and
movement classes.

Figure 1c. There are cars in lines in the car park. (Combination
of a whole entity handshape and a tracing movement: several
entities beside each other are seen like a surface.)

In this analysis, our research question was to what extent
depicting signs occur in different text genres:
introductions, narratives and discussions.

2. Data and Methods

Figure 1d. I picked up a leaf from the ground.
(Combination of a handling handshape and a process
movement: an agent is moving an entity.)

Figure 1e. The door has broad frames. (Combination of a
size- and shape-tracing handshape and a tracing

1.3. Corpus-based Research on Depicting Signs
Until now there has been little corpus-based research on
depicting signs – the prevalence of different types of
depicting signs or functions – in sign languages. One
notable study, however, has been by Ferrara (2012) who,
in her doctoral thesis, examined depicting signs in
naturalistic Auslan conversation and narratives,
concentrating on their function within clause-like units,
their sign-level characteristics and their interaction with
constructed action.
Ferrara (2012) compared conversation and narrative data
and found that the narratives contained twice as many
depicting signs as did the conversation data. Ferrara
pointed out that the elicitation material may have
influenced the results. In the conversation data there was
no visual or other material but in the narrative data the
material was visual, not linguistic. Purely visual material
may motivate signers to use more depicting signs in their
signing. In addition, in Ferrara’s study 82.2% of the
depicting signs were produced with two hands, either
two-handed symmetrical or asymmetrical. Most often the
non-dominant hand was in the background participating
in the depicted action being carried out by the dominant
hand. (Ferrara 2012.)

The data of this analysis consist of the signing of 22
informants who are all early signers, i.e. they are the deaf
or hearing children of deaf signing parents or they are deaf
children who have acquired sign language as their first
language in early childhood (or some older deaf persons
at school age). The informants are between 18 and 84
years of age. Table 2 shows the age groups and the
number of informants in each group. Twelve of the
informants are men and ten are women.

Age group

Number of informants

18-29
30-39
40-54
55-69
70 Total

4
5
1
7
5
22

Table 2. The number of informants in different age
groups.
Most of the informants are from the central part of
Finland, one is from eastern Finland and one from
southern Finland.
The data were filmed in a professional studio setting with
six cameras; one camera recording a general view, two
recording the complete picture, two a closer picture of
each interlocutor, and one recording the interlocutors
from above. Two informants were interacting with each
other in each session, led by a native signer.
The sign language data were gathered by giving the
informants seven different language tasks: 1) an
introduction, 2) a discussion of work or hobbies, 3)
narrating about cartoon strips (Ferd’nand), 4) narrating
about a video, 5) narrating a story from a picture book
(The Snowman, and Frog, where are you?), 6) discussing
a topic related to the deaf world, and 7) free discussion
(e.g. on travelling, TV programmes, sports). Tasks 1–2
and 6–7 are discussions, and tasks 3–5 are narrative
monologues, but the other interlocutor was able to put
comments or questions during the narration.
For this research tasks 1) introduction, 5) narrating a story
from a picture book, and 6) discussing a topic related to
the deaf world were analysed. The introduction data
includes talking about the participants’ name signs, their

childhood, where each of the participants was born and
where they went to school, as well as their family
background. Before narrating from the picture books the
participants had time to go through the books and gather
their thoughts. When narrating they no longer looked at
the book. Discussing a topic related to the deaf world was
a free discussion without any elicitation material. The
total length of the data is seven hours: task 1 is 3 hours,
task 5 is 1.5 hours, and task 6 is 2.5 hours. The total
number of tokens is 43,532.
In our corpus project we have decided to code depicting
signs on the ID tier according to the handshape classes
presented above. Depicting signs are annotated with the
code _ds (_kv in Finnish). The different classes of
handshapes are separated with the codes we (whole
entity), hd (handling), and ss (size and shape) (See Figure
1)1. In order to explore depicting signs according to the
movement types, an extra annotation tier will have to be
added; this is easy to create later because, the depicting
signs are already identified on the ID tier. In the Auslan
corpus, for example, depicting signs are grouped into four
sub-types: signs depicting movement, location, handling
and size and shape (Johnston 2016; Ferrara 2012).

in Signbank are exported to ELAN via ECV (externally
controlled vocabulary). This helps to keep the annotation
conventions consistent and makes the annotation easier
and quicker.

3. Results
In our data, depicting signs occurred most frequently in
narratives (1413), second most frequently in discussions
(500) and least frequently in introductions (413). Table 3
shows the frequencies in detail.

DS types
dswe
dshd
dsss
Total

Introduction
146
135
132
413

Narrative
658
479
278
1413

Discussion
253
128
119
500

Total
1057
742
529
2328

Table 3. The number of depicting signs in different
genres.

If we look at the frequencies of different types of
depicting signs, those that depicted the whole entity
moving or being located were the most frequent in all
genres (dswe). The second most frequent were those signs
that expressed the handling of entities (dshd). The least
frequent depicting signs were those with size- and shapetracing handshapes (dsss). The difference between the
two groups dshd and dsss was largest in the narratives. On
the other hand, in the introduction and the discussion data
they occurred almost equally often.
Figure 3 shows the prevalence of the different classes of
handshapes in a more visual form.

Figure 1. A snapshot of the ELAN screen.
In the annotation process every sign is estimated as to
whether it has a lexicalised form or not and what kind of
function it serves in the signing text. If it cannot be
glossed with a fixed gloss and it serves a depicting
(predicative) function in the text, it is annotated as a
depicting sign.
To support annotation, a web-based lexical database,
Signbank, originally created for the Auslan corpus2,3, was
created for the CFINSL (Salonen et al. 2016). The glosses
1

Cf. Johnston (2016) Auslan Corpus Annotation Guidelines:
type-like information precedes token-like infor- mation.
2
3

Auslan Signbank http://www.auslan.org.au

CFINSL Signbank has been developed on the basis of
the NGT Signbank http://signbank.science.ru.nl
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Figure 3. Occurrences of different handshape types in
depicting signs in different genres.
Figure 4 displays the percentages of depicting signs in
different genres. Depicting signs occurred most often in
the narratives (17.9%) in relation of all signs in this genre.
In the discussion only 2.9% and in the introductions only

2.2% of all signs were depicting signs. In the
corpus-based study of de Breuzeville et al. (2009) the
proportion of depicting signs in narratives was 9%. In
BSL conversation data the prevalence of classifier signs
was 2.3% (Fenlon et al. 2014) and in Auslan casual free
conversation it was 7.3 % (Johnston 2012).

a

b

c

Figure 4. The percentages of depicting signs in a) the
introductions, b) the narratives, c) the discussions.
An example from the FinSL corpus of depicting signs
including different handshape classes is presented in
Figure 5. This clip is from the Snowman story. The signer
uses both hands while depicting how the Snowman
(RH:dswe) and the boy (LH:dswe) are about to leave the
ground and then they fly upwards (dswe). The Snowman
(RH:dswe) is holding (LH:dshd) the boy’s hand. While
flying (dswe) they look down and the Snowman sees the
surface (RH:dsss) of the earth, and he holds (LH:dshd)
the boy’s hand until they come down again (dswe).

RH: dswe
LH: dswe
’the beings are preparing
to fly’

RH: dswe
LH: dswe
’the beings are flying’

RH: dswe
LH: dswe
’the beings are flying’

RH: dsss
LH: dswe
’being sees the ground
and holds the other one
in hand’

RH: dswe
LH: dshd
’the being is flying
and holding the
other one by hand’

RH: dswe
LH: dswe
’the beings are
landing’

Figure 5. Example of depicting signs including different
handshape types.

4. Discussion
The results show that the prevalence of depicting signs is
highest in narratives. That was shown also by Ferrara
(2012) and in other earlier studies (e.g. Morford &
Macfarlane, 2003; Johnston, 2012), and it is similar to
everyday experience in sign language use. The
introduction and discussion data showed a low number of
depicting signs even though the duration of their data was
twice as long as that of the narratives. On the other hand,
the signing speed may have been quicker and the
production smoother in narratives compared to
introductions and discussions, which were interrupted by
the interlocutor’s comments and questions.
The visual elicitation material – as Ferrara (2012) noted –
may have affected the notably higher number of depicting
signs in narratives. The topic of the discussion may also
affect how much and what kinds of depicting signs appear
there (e.g. Keränen, 2017). It is an interesting and still
open question whether the quality of the narrative in terms
of whether it is about a private experience or talking about
other people affects the frequencies of different types of
depicting signs.
The classification of depicting signs – and even the terms
used for that kind of sign – varies from one researcher to
another, which affects the annotation conventions.
Additionally, whatever kind of classification is created,
the decision about what is annotated as a depicting sign is
not always easy. All this makes it more difficult to make
comparisons between different datasets or corpora. The
comparison of frequencies can only be approximate.
Nevertheless, corpora will make it much more efficient to
carry out cross-linguistic studies than it has been with
separate small datasets.
In order to study depicting signs in FinSL (or in FinSSL)
in more detail we need to create additional tiers, e.g. from
the perspective of the movement of the depicting signs, as
well as to analyse the use of one or two hands and their
functions. It would be interesting to study the contexts and
iconicity (pantomimic, perceptual or both) of depicting
signs in different genres, i.e. what is behind the
frequencies. A more detailed analysis of depicting signs
as well as of other partly-lexical signs is important in the
description of sign languages. The more we know about
the structural potential and function of these signs, the
better we can contribute to knowledge about human
languages and the better we can teach sign language as a
mother tongue to early signers and as a foreign language
to foreign language learners, e.g. to the hearing parents of
deaf children.
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